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⸎ trained in the collection and maintenance of computers and installation wired and wireless networks, I have wired
networks of several companies and institutions to wireless networks.
⸎ I have several commercial shares in the import and marketing has established a center for the assembly and
maintenance of equipment and immediate maintenance of enterprises and companies .
⸎ Contracted with several companies to establish their headquarters in the Sudanese city of Khartoum devices and
networks and the establishment of their websites, Technical support for Mars Club and several exhibitions in 2008 and
2009.
⸎ Participated in the establishment of the air base building in Riyadh with equipment and networks and several
headquarters of new companies, provided several technical services to the Egyptian Embassy in Saudi Arabia, trained
several members of the Ministry of Justice and Public Prosecution and marine housing in Al-Kharj and several schools
from 2009 to 2013.
⸎ Established a small factory for manufacturing Alumital in Sharkia Governorate in Egypt in 2012.
⸎ Completed SWOT analysis, operational strategies, planning, negotiation, continuity, product control, organizational
structure and administration, work regulations and methods of selecting the best staff. She also completed the NLP,
Human Development and Family Counseling studies at Al Feki Foundation.
⸎ Established a Sanam All IT Company in Egypt and Saudi Arabia in an international registered trademark for full
technical specialties and security systems.
⸎ I went on a direct supply contract on behalf of my company for high technology products competing with the Arab
market from factories targeting the local market in China.
⸎ Write the technical approach ﴾ the art of dealing professionally with smart devices ﴿ to use and manage all the devices
with different operating systems as a single device.
⸎ Work on a book in anthropology.

